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Thank you for your interest in the Quantum Management System that I propose we all use to run to 
administer the functions of government in our society. 

As with any broad sketch of a system, there is a lot to explain. 

When reading this document please try not to become bogged down in the details of how policies will be 
implemented and all the logistics. I will outline below a few basic policies that will help keep the framework 
secure. The purpose of this system is to act as a referendum system, to be used by the public to test, 
measure, then vote for and implement all of Australia’s future policies - in lieu of senates, senators and all 
types of politicians or government. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE FAILINGS OF DEMOCRACY 

Unfortunately, although I am a proponent and advocate democracy, I have noticed several failings in the 
system. 

1. We only have a 2-party system.  

Votes are traded and passed to either one of two parties only, this means that we can only ever 
have a liberal or labor government in Australia. Although other parties may be represented in the 
senate, if you or I do not align with either main party we are relying on the senate to override 
decisions that the larger parties make, which are often bargained for or traded for other policies or 
funding. 

2. Deals are cut in back rooms. 

Policies and agreements are traded to enable other policies to be implemented. 

3. Currently there is no transparency or oversight, and we are lied to on a regular basis, often simply to 
push government agendas. 

4. The people are not represented by peers. 

most of the politicians are career-based politicians who have trained for the role at university and 
are connected through the schools they attend. 

5. Jobs are given to friends and family and not to the most qualified person to perform the tasks. 

6. Decisions are bandied around, and party lines are expected to be upheld, often negating the needs 
of the people of the country and delaying the decision-making process. 

7. Democracy is ineffective unless voters educate themselves on governing decisions. 

A democracy allows an individual to cast a vote either directly or through a preferred representative 
on the issues that the government must manage. There is no direction as to how voters approach 
this responsibility. Although some people will educate themselves on each issue to offer an 
experienced opinion, there is no requirement to go through all of this work. Someone can turn in a 
ballot that is a straight-party ticket with no consideration about the individual views or needs. 
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“Democracy is the worst form of government,” warned Winston Churchill, “except for all of the 
others.” 

8. The structure of democracy depends upon the will of the majority. 

History has taught us that the will of the majority is not always the ethical or moral position that 
one should take. We have dealt with issues like slavery, discrimination, and gender inequality in the 
past because the perspective of the those with the most votes say that society deserves to have 
those elements. If someone finds themselves outside of the will of the majority more often than 
not, then it will feel like their vote doesn’t really count for something. 

“Majority rule only works if you’re also considering individual rights,” said Larry Flynt. “Because you 
can’t have five wolves and one sheep voting on what they should all be having for supper.” 

9. Democracy can encourage mob rule. 

People are migrating toward neighborhoods, employment opportunities, and even relationships 
based on how comfortable they are around other people. The prevalence is to have neighbors and 
friends who have a like-minded perspective because there is a fear present in democracy of being 
wrong. No one wants to be stuck on the outside looking in when it comes to governing. Some states 
in the U.S. are even becoming polarized as families keep moving to stay within their comfort zone. 
Democracies encourage mob thinking because every election becomes an “us vs. them” edict. 

“Remember,” Will Rogers reportedly warned, “democracy never lasts long. It soon wastes, exhausts, 
and murders itself. There never was a democracy yet that did not commit suicide.” 

10. The cost of democracy is something that many people do not realize exists. 

Democracy is one of the least cost-efficient forms of governing that exists today. The time and 
currency resources that are necessary to conduct an election can cost billions of dollars. Even a local 
election for city council, mayor, or a school board can cost six figures. The Presidential elections 
every four years in the United States are measured in the billions. Although it is useful to have the 
people to have power in their voice, their taxes are what are used to create that opportunity. 

11. Democracy requires more time to implement changes. 

Centralized government structures can make declarations on rules, regulations, or responses that 
are not always possible in a democratic structure. Voting requires time to review the information 
provided by each election. That means processes slow down to the point where it can take several 
years to create significant changes. There may only be 1-2 legislative bills that come through in an 
entire session that go beyond the typical budgets, committees, and nominations that officials 
manage. 

It even takes more time at the local level to make decisions with democracy because each 
referendum must go to the voters. Every decision is up for review potentially. That means there is 
always a certain level of uncertainty. 

12. The structure of a democracy is a person-first process. 

Elections usually involve the opinions or thoughts of each person based on what individuals want 
for themselves. Instead of looking at what might be useful for the rest of society, most voters gauge 
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what they put on their ballot based on what affects their checking account, taxes, or overall cost of 
living. It is a process which encourages everyone to put their needs before others. 

When people are voting based on personal interests, then it creates discontent in society because it 
feels like the majority tries to suppress the minority. That is why there must be an emphasis on 
protecting the rights of those who find themselves on the outside. 

13. There is still the risk of creating a conflict of interest within the government. 

Most people work to retain what they have after it is earned. That is why families keep making 
mortgage or rental payments, managers continue to reinforce their expertise, and politicians do 
their best to stay in power. Democracies put structures into place to limit the impact of one person 
on the overall society, but it was not always that way.  

Franklin D. Roosevelt served in office from March 1933 to April 1945. He served as the 32nd 
President won a record four Presidential elections, becoming a central figure in the events that 
shaped the world during that time. His New Deal program was a direct response to the Great 
Depression. Now an amendment limits the number of terms that the executive branch can serve. 

14. Democratic governments follow the “a chicken in every pot” system. 

Democracy does not require the same level of accountability if it is established in representative 
form. The goal of a politician is to receive the most votes. Once that person gets into office, there 
are fewer controls in place to recall that person if they do not accurately represent what their 
community wants. The only method to stop this in some countries is to vote in a different person 
during the next election. 

Empty promises are common in direct democracies as well. When there is an incentive to offer 
everything without the requirement to fulfill your word, then you will see more lies than truth in 
the daily conversations about governing that occur. 

15. Gridlock occurs frequently in democratic structures. 

There is no incentive for people to work together when another election can change the outcome in 
the future. The United States encountered this disadvantage when a Supreme Court opening 
occurred during the final year of President Obama’s term in office. Republicans in Congress refused 
to even hold hearings with his nominee because of the upcoming election, which President Trump 
eventually won. 

When there is no incentive to work together, then partisan politics become the conversation of 
government. It is especially bad in two-party systems, but this disadvantage is present in all 
democracies as well. 

16. It can require individual voters to accept an entire mandate for a single issue. 

Conservatives in the United States would argue that it is challenging to vote for the average 
Democrat because of their views on abortion. Liberals would make the same point when discussing 
LGBTQIA+ rights. Unless there is a direct democracy structure in place, voters must accept an entire 
manifesto to vote on the issues which are critical to their needs. Instead of having a candidate who 
truly represents them, they must pick the platform which is the closest to their stance. 
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THE SOLUTION 

I believe we need a referendum based democratic system to address many of the above issues, so I have 
created the QMS or Quantum Management System. 

As an example, Switzerland, has a public referendum system already in place which is working very well 
with a high degree of public engagement and satisfaction.   More importantly, the Swiss people are able 
have more control over decisions made for the country and themselves. 

HOW DOES THE QMS WORK? 

The basic precept is that we do not require a government in the traditional sense to govern us.   We, the 
people will replace the senate and most of the parliament and will voluntarily vote on each motion put 
forward by Australian citizens, provided each motion has passed several compatibility tests for the 
Australian Constitution and Australian Bill of Rights (to be established on implementation of system).  This 
will be done with checks and balances in the quantum management system and by independent voluntary 
boards, with many independent investigations carried out prior to being put forward to voters. 

When presented to the public, a summary of all outcomes both for and against must be fully represented 
to the public, and this could become a function of the media. The media used for this of course would have 
to be fully independent and held to account.   

Without government coercion through financial or policy means, the media could become a way to present 
actual news and to explore and promote the nations requirements and desires and allow people to become 
informed as to proposed policy. 

What the explanatory summaries and media releases should do is to cross check and present evidence and 
arguments for a yes or no vote, also showing how any new law, bill or change will likely affect the country, 
citizens, economy, law and other such laws bills etc. 

You can vote for or against any motion as desired or you may choose to refrain from voting. 

HOW IS IT CARRIED OUT? 

This will all be done using an open-source bit chain software residing in a simulated quantum computer 
system that is essentially hack proof.  It will have several basic AI software packages operating within the 
constitutional framework and will be fed data and information by local councils, the military, the new legal 
system, boards of enquiry, commercial companies, experts in their own fields and the public. 

The AI will be governed by rules and will not have real intelligence, it will learn but within a designed 
framework. 

There will be several boards appointed to oversee and maintain the system as well as to humanize any 
outcomes. 

Further policies will need to be developed that need to be implemented as part of turning this framework 
into a complete management system and to protect the integrity of the system and the voting public. 
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ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE AND HAVE LAND HOLDINGS IN AUSTRALIA 

Only people who have been born in Australia will be eligible to vote or volunteer for positions of office in 
council or on QMS organized boards.  Foreigners can only purchase land in Australia if they are moving here 
permanently to actually live on the land as their principal place of residence and provided, they become a 
naturalized citizen.  Such naturalized citizens cannot vote but their children, if born here can. 

Those currently living here on tourist or work or study visas etc. will be offered the chance to become a 
naturalized citizen or return to their place of origin. 

New Visa arrangements can be sourced once the system is fully implemented. 

INTEGRITY AND ENFORCMENT OF THE QMS SYSTEM 

Attempting to hack into or disrupt or falsify the QMS system, any interference for any reasons other than 
development or repair with the QMS system will be treated as treason and will attract the death penalty. 

The military is an arm of the people, it is maintained to serve and protect from foreign invasion, spying, acts 
of aggression, warfare and take over, it is never to be used against or to take up arms against the people of 
this country for any reason. 

Anyone who is eligible to vote may propose changes to current laws.  Those proposals will be checked by 
the QMS to ensure that they sit with the terms of our Bill of Rights and Constitution and will go through 
several checks, tests, boards of inquiry and investigations prior to being presented back to the citizens to 
vote on. 

PORTFOLIOS 

All necessary portfolios will be offered to private citizens who will volunteer their time to perform the 
required functions.  In some cases, wages can be paid for time required to perform said functions if the role 
prevent or take time from that person’s normal form of income generation. Reasonable reimbursement of 
out- of- pocket expenses will of course be allowable. Otherwise only independent volunteers will be 
assigned portfolios. 

A portal to register expressions of interest to become a QMS committee volunteer would be set up on the 
internet and would require a full resume including references and certificates of training and achievements 
etc. 

When selected they would be investigated to ensure that they are the correct person to be on the board 
and that there are no domestic or foreign bodies influencing any of their decision making, to ensure there 
is no conflict of interest. 

Everything is to be decided and implemented by the Australian people for the Australian people via 
internet access to the QMS sub system which will be set up for voting on policy. 

Diplomatic requirements can be handled by a similar groups and boards and as these tasks may take more 
time and require travel etc., they may be paid by the system. 

We will only use qualified people with experience in each task they perform, and they are removed for non-
performance immediately if necessary. 
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HOW THE PORTFOLIOS ARE REPRESENTED AND WORK WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR 

Basically, the QMS system will manage all aspects of government but with human oversight. 

Things like the economy would be overseen by economists and accountants and the new laws would be 
overseen by retrained judges and lawyers. 

Building and infrastructure will be overseen by engineers and developers etc. 

The military will operate as a part of the system but can and will only ever act independently of the system 
to protect the country from foreign attacks or take over, otherwise they will need any decisions to go to war 
or increase budgets etc. to be voted on by the public. 

Police will operate through the councils and courts and will return to a serve and protect status rather than 
as is currently to “uphold the right” which has been used to uphold rights of those that govern us rather 
than the rights of the citizens. 

The environment portfolio will be overseen by environmental scientists and forest rangers etc. etc. 

There would be boards set up from the lists of qualified volunteers to oversee, and private industry will 
provide the tools, staff and resources as required to implement the changes. 

The system will pay for any goods and services used from private industry and will actively support and 
assist the growth of all private industry sectors and companies. 

All previous foreign investment will be rejected: all foreign land ownership will cease and we the people 
will deny the debts to the IMF CCP US Federal Reserve and all others who have made illegal deals with prior 
elected representatives. Such contracts and agreements will be set aside on the basis that we the people 
did not and will not authorize or recognize unauthorized signatures as they were not actually representing 
the people of Australia. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS AND WHY DO WE NEED IT? 

We the people need to reject traditional political leadership as a concept as they were only ever elected 
representatives anyway and they have acted like they owned us and have caused too much damage to 
allow the current system to continue.    

It is time to dismantle and rebuild. 

Ancient Greek Democracy had sound definition of democracy as 'power in the hands of the people' (and 
intricate systems in place that should be revived. Leadership was decided by lot and was rotated among all 
members of the polis, etc.)   

Today there are conflicts of interests, abuse of power by lobbyists, bribes, threats and international 
influence that have corrupted elected leaders and given them too much power in the traditional forms. 

Using this concept means we will no longer have to pay corrupt politicians wages or pensions of those who 
did back room deals lining their own pockets and selling out our country.   There will be transparency and 
accountability instead. In fact, government, politics and politicians would no longer exist. 

Anything in any country can be managed by the people; it always should have been.  In the past they saw a 
need to create positions of power, which always led to these people attempting to gain more power and 
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financial gain rather than maintaining a responsibility and accountability to the people who are the natural 
born citizens of the country. 

Everything must be done by the people for the people and with a national sense of pride and achievement. 

We will redesign the health system, education system, legal systems, taxation system etc. to work only for 
the overall benefit of Australian society. 

We can start with common law and design a new Australian constitution and bill of rights which will then 
be voted on and amended by the registered voters. 

Some resistance to the concept will arise due to the culture having become dependent, as many people 
want to lead or to be lead, but these people will eventually accept the new system and see its benefits. But 
they may initially feel insecure in it until they do. 

As I see it this way we remain and retain our democratic capitalist society and ideals in a genuine sense, 
and we can avoid the entrapments of the NWO and financial reset completely. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

There are two implementation plans: these will be put forward if enough people are interested in this 
concept and can help run with it to build it from concept to completion and test and finesse, to final 
release.  We are rapidly approaching the release of the first version stage; we expect to have it ready to go 
live within 2-3 months and we recognize the need to have the software finalized as the first step to 
demonstrate what it is capable of to a wider audience and to let people test it and enable us to improve it. 

FINALLY: 

There is still much to be done to set it up and I am only one man.  I have several others working to develop 
the system including two software engineers, legal people, spiritual people, a psychiatrist, teachers and 
educators, health professionals, common law advocates, indigenous people’s advocate’s, researchers, 
independent thinkers and politically motivated people including an ex IMOP party candidate.  

The concept of this system is now beyond a simple conceptual framework stage and is well under 
construction, now other people need to help in its final design and implementation stages, we have some 
experts helping set up the parameters of the AI’s, back end software and overall QMS operations. 

I have shown my concept to many people in the truther and freedom movement and in the general public 
and once they get a basic understanding of how it operates; we have received a great many positive 
comments; they like us, can see how it will give us freedom from political tyranny and corruption. 

What I have put in this document is only a quite simple outline of the total concept but hopefully it shows 
you what the QMS can potentially do for us. 

Many intricacies of the QMS system are still requiring development but as an overall concept and 
framework I believe it is our best option to manage the functions and requirements of a country so far, it 
also allows new concepts to be brought forth in service and favor or advantage of the people. 

The biggest issue I have had so far is that people get tend to get bogged down on details of policies rather 
than the overall big picture.  
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Perhaps different types of summaries and prospectus can be created so that in time everyone will have a 
chance to understand it. 

At this stage it is about creating the system, policy is for the people of Australia to decide and the whole 
reason we have created the system. 

There is still much to do and tell in order to move forward with it, so we would love any assistance we can 
get in the overall development and marketing of the concept and final product, including funding.  

 If you think it is something you or someone you know would be interested in developing and or being part 
of, please let us know. 

There are many roles we still need to fill. 

The more self-motivated, educated experienced diverse, dynamic and intelligent freethinking people we 
can have work on it the better the outcome for all. 

The Club of Rome Greco-Roman based political systems we have used for the previous 2000 years have 
failed to properly provide for the people and have only served those who are seen as in power. 

Continuing to do the same thing while expecting different results is the actual definition of insanity. 

We want instead to have in place full power in an educated public who have all information available and 
are free to make their own choices and decisions.  

The developers, the many people working on bringing forth the concept and I believe we this to be our best 
plan forward from all that we have seen presented so far and as stated is now fully under development and 
construction at a software engineering stage. 

It is complex and is currently a backend solution, we will build a front end to make it easier to use and 
operate prior to its final public release.  

To bring this to the next level we now invite you and all Australians to provide feedback and input and look 
forward to finding the right people to bring the whole idea to life. 

 

 


